.... The advantages of the ZAA technique are described in a recent publication. S )
In this case, a steady magnetic field at 11 kgauss is applied to the sample vapor perpendicular to the incident light beam. The difference in absorption of the polarized constituents Pl. and P
II
is proportional to the atomic density, but is not affected by the various kind of spectral interferences caused by thermal decomposition of the eluants. The recently developed HPLC technique has many advantages over gas chromatography. Nonvolatile, polar, thermally 9) unstable molecules or high molecular weight compounds can be separated. In the present system, the main requirement is that the solute be soluble in the mobile solvent.
A demonstration of the operation of this system is provided by the analysis For sample 2, only one peak corresponding to vitamin B12 was observed.
Next, fractions A, B, C, with retention times between 2-5, 5-8, 8-11 min. , respectively, were collected for both Sample 1 and Sample 2. 10 ~l from each fraction of 3 ml was introduced into the ZAA spectrophotometer and the concentration of Co was measured at the wavelength of 240.7 nm. Table 1 Separation between vitamin B12 and Co(N0 3 )2' Sample 1 of Table 1, Upper trace: Cou1ometric detector, Lower trace, UV absorption detector (253,6 11m).
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